
 

OEM/ODM Supplier R8 Automatic Steel Bar Wire Stirrup Bending
Machine Cnc Rebar Stirrup Bending Machine For Sale

We thinks what prospects think, the urgency of urgency to act from the interests of a client position of
theory, allowing for greater high-quality, reduced processing costs, rates are much more reasonable,
won the new and previous consumers the support and affirmation for OEM/ODM Supplier R8
Automatic Steel Bar Wire Stirrup Bending Machine Cnc Rebar Stirrup Bending Machine For Sale, We
put sincere and health as the primary responsibility. We have a qualified international trade group
which graduated from America. We're your next business partner.
We thinks what prospects think, the urgency of urgency to act from the interests of a client position of
theory, allowing for greater high-quality, reduced processing costs, rates are much more reasonable,
won the new and previous consumers the support and affirmation for Automatic Steel Bar Stirrup
Bending Machine, Cnc Wire Stirrup Bending Machine For Sale, Rebar Stirrup Bending Machine, It
using the world's leading system for reliable operation, a low failure rate, it suitable for Argentina
customers choice. Our company is situated within the national civilized cities, the traffic is very
convenient, unique geographical and economic conditions. We pursue a people-oriented, meticulous
manufacturing, brainstorm, build brilliant" business philosophy. Strict quality management, perfect
service, reasonable price in Argentina is our stand on the premise of competition. If necessary,
welcome to contact us by our website or phone consultation, we'll be happy to serve you.

4 meters hydraulic roof sheet bending machine parameters
1 Cutting &Hydraulic type Double guide pillar
2 Hydraulic motor power 3kw
3 Hydraulic Pressure 10-12MPa
4 Voltage 380V/3phase/50 HZ(or as your requirement)
5 Cutting  drive Decelerating motor+ Chain drive  gear all by

high-frequency
6 Control System Panasonic PLC
8 Bending degree 0-90
9 Operating mode Button+ Mitsubishi
10 Main Frame 300mm/350mm H-Beam or 350mm
11 Backboard Thickness 17mm
12 Feeding Material GI/PPGI/PPGL
14 Feeding Thickness 0.2-0.8mm
15 Feeding Width 1-4m
16 Effective width 1-4mm
17 Productivity 0-60times/min
20 Roller material 45# steel
21 Cutter material Cr12 mould steel heat-treated hardness of HRC = 60-62

degrees
22 Brand Square A3 35mm thick plate arch
22 Cr-Plating Size 0.05mm
23 Overall Size 4300*1200*2100mm
24 Total Weight 1.8T
Machine photos
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Packaging Details：

1. Machine is covered by plastic film.

2. PLC control box, spare parts and other small parts are packed by wooden carton box.

Terms:

1. Delivery: within 60 days after receiving the deposit.

2. Package: export standard package for container.

3. Payment: TT (30% by TT in advance, 70% by TT after inspect the machine before delivery).

Product link：https://www.toprollformingmachine.com/?p=68594
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